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THE SEPTHE SEPTHE SEPTHE SEPTHE SEPARAARAARAARAARATIONS BEGINTIONS BEGINTIONS BEGINTIONS BEGINTIONS BEGIN
GENESIS chapters 1 & 2  and other accounts will unveil the ‘path of life’. Our planned journey begins and ends in
God. We shall look at each separation, stage or development out from God as progressive steps in our destiny.
This will become our ‘map-in-reverse’ as we apply the provision of the cross to each reunion to what we have known
in the spirit. We might be enabled to see each step that is before us and also see just how far our Father has drawn
us back. The journey’s details are stored in the right hand hemisphere of our brains.
The bible in its original expression via Hebrew, Greek or Aramaic has been supernaturally put together and
protected over the centuries in spite of man’s efforts to distort and even mistranslate it. It is a spiritual book that
Father is using to unveil Himself and His intentions to us. Only His Spirit, we are told, will teach us all things (John
14:26) and man’s ability to read will prove to be insufficient for complete understanding. Remember, ‘word’ before it
is spoken is thought and it then has to be spoken before it can be recorded. It is first heard then remembered.
Word(s) express thought and reveal understanding that produces harmonious life when received.

OUR FOUR FOUR FOUR FOUR FAAAAATHER is EL ELTHER is EL ELTHER is EL ELTHER is EL ELTHER is EL ELYYYYYON ... The SON ... The SON ... The SON ... The SON ... The SOUROUROUROUROURCE OF ALL LIFE - in the timeless arena of spiritCE OF ALL LIFE - in the timeless arena of spiritCE OF ALL LIFE - in the timeless arena of spiritCE OF ALL LIFE - in the timeless arena of spiritCE OF ALL LIFE - in the timeless arena of spirit
He that comes to God or comes to an understanding of God, must believe that He is (Heb. 11:6) and that is outside
of time. God is absolute — omnipresent (everywhere present) so that time is not involved in getting anywhere. He is
omnipotent (all powerful) so that He is the only source of life and purpose. He is omniscient (all knowing) so that all
expression and  change (development) is in Him ... is Him. He therefore has the sovereign ability to change and
manipulate all things, thoughts and people to culminate in Him thus fulfilling His plan of the ages.

In this timeless arena GOD IS... He simply ‘is’, a present now tense that doesn’t change. He is WORD which includes
every vibration and frequency of energy as well as every letter’s aspect of Himself. He is LIGHT which reveals all there
is and includes colours (the ‘Northern Lights’ well illustrate this). He is LOVE, the all consuming motivation for all that
has transpired ... God’s great plan seen in the time-zone of the earth will fully unveil this. God being Love requires
expression. There needs to be an object (visible form) on which this love is bestowed. Love not communicated in a
real way so that it does not die by being unfruitful, is simple not love. It must willingly and unreservedly be given and
likewise returned. He is SPIRIT in which are His names and titles including YHVH. This all adds up to the total of LIFE ...
He being the Source, He is the Architect of all, He is THOUGHT, Divine all inclusive purposeful thought of timeless
knowledge and wisdom that will accomplish all His purposes.

REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘AAAAA’’’’’
El Elyon ... Father of all ... our Father ... the Most High God ... Spirit ... Love ... Light ... the highest frequency/energy
— we will call it REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘AAAAA’’’’’. Life is energy - frequencies that vary giving expression in various realms. Our Father, the
Most High God (El Elyon) — Supreme Architect and being Spirit, purposed to bring out of Himself ’visible form’ so
that ‘it’ (or better, ‘they’) could be the object of His Love. From where we are today, the unveiling of our invisible
Father-God was planned to be fully revealed through the various names and titles that our Father chose in Himself.
Some names He used frequently while others were adopted rarely as needed. All this in the spirit like being an all-
inclusive dictionary ... countless words of enormous, unlimited power and potential but none yet selected to bring
the communication of Love.

THE PLAN - IN SPIRITUAL TIMETHE PLAN - IN SPIRITUAL TIMETHE PLAN - IN SPIRITUAL TIMETHE PLAN - IN SPIRITUAL TIMETHE PLAN - IN SPIRITUAL TIME
As an example of spiritual time, we look at a day being a 1000 years ... a ‘day’ is an age ... ‘ever and ever’ means the
‘age of the ages’ (like a week of days!). In Genesis there are days of ‘creation’: a ‘natural’ day requires that the earth
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goes round the sun in a 24 hr. time-slot... it is just so written that the sun was not created until day four, so where
do days one through three come from? A spiritual subject such as ‘lake of fire’ wherein certain are cast ‘forever’ (the
ages — a determined length of time). For anything or anyone tangible to come forth, the ‘word’ (spirit resource,
God) has to come together and be made visible as compared to just spirit.

OUR DESTINYOUR DESTINYOUR DESTINYOUR DESTINYOUR DESTINY: The headline of purpose; Romans 11:36 says (looking at the Greek words) we came out from God, go
through with God and return back into God.  A journey to fulfil His/our destiny from timeless spirit through earthly
time and form back into timeless spirit. Just how far back is our destiny?
Isa 45:18  For thus saith the LORD that created the heavens; God himself that formed the earth and made it; he hath
established it, he created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited: I am the LORD; and there is none else. God
first (in sequence of timeless thought) created it in Himself, in the spirit realm and then manifested it by forming it in
the seen, tangible realm that experiences time.  Hey! That’s us!

Gen.1:1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. In the beginning ... Hb. reshyth = FIRST-FRUITS or
FIRST-BORN. Heaven(s) = Hb. shamayim (plural) = HIGH or LOFTY AWARENESS compared to earth = something firm, solid and
tangible. God = Hb. Elohim (plural). The parallel unveiling of ‘the heavens’ and ‘man’ are amazingly synchronized.

The heavens declaring the glory of God in His great plan of the ages remains unchangeable whilst the earth will show
the changes of progress ... from created to formed to made ... are happening. Destiny and every step of it will be
experienced in this earthly arena.

GOD - ELGOD - ELGOD - ELGOD - ELGOD - ELOHIM - CORPORAOHIM - CORPORAOHIM - CORPORAOHIM - CORPORAOHIM - CORPORATE SPIRITTE SPIRITTE SPIRITTE SPIRITTE SPIRIT
God-Elohim (plural and therefore corporate) is the creative operational aspectaspectaspectaspectaspect of Father-God (El Elyon). As there is
only one God, this plurality must include/be us all who were in Him before the world was manifested. Christ-Jesus (the
Lamb) was there also. (Rev.13:8) ... the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. As the Lamb (Jesus) was given a
unique and special assignment/destiny, thus each one of us is called to express our Father-Spirit in a special way in
His plan. All of us (humanity) are a part of the corporate Elohim ... this aspect of God contains, as do all the aspects
of our God, all the attributes of El Elyon, our Father, the Most High God.

Elohim creates a picture for us of spirit (still God) placed in a spirit boundary like a ghost with a distinguishing outline
(box)  yet still one spirit - the same as that which is around him  ... i.e. with all that God is. God being the word
would imply that the invisible, but nonetheless real ‘box’ would be specific thoughts or unspoken words.

CHRIST - CORPORACHRIST - CORPORACHRIST - CORPORACHRIST - CORPORACHRIST - CORPORATE SPIRIT with BTE SPIRIT with BTE SPIRIT with BTE SPIRIT with BTE SPIRIT with BODODODODODYYYYY-FORM-FORM-FORM-FORM-FORM
IllustrationIllustrationIllustrationIllustrationIllustration: You may recall that there were certain (jigsaw) puzzles of a 1000 pieces that formed the intended image:
each individual piece, however, was also a picture-image in itself.  Elohim is God (the complete puzzle/plan) and being
as He is plural, His image and likeness is pictured on each piece of the whole. The Architect (El-Elyon or the whole
pile of puzzle) created this aspect (corporate image) within Himself as the initial step into giving Himself ‘form’. All the
pieces have to come together in order for the full picture of our Father’s form to be seen.

REALM ‘BREALM ‘BREALM ‘BREALM ‘BREALM ‘B’’’’’
The corporate Elohim aspect of God of the old testament equates with the corporate Christ of the newThe corporate Elohim aspect of God of the old testament equates with the corporate Christ of the newThe corporate Elohim aspect of God of the old testament equates with the corporate Christ of the newThe corporate Elohim aspect of God of the old testament equates with the corporate Christ of the newThe corporate Elohim aspect of God of the old testament equates with the corporate Christ of the new
testamenttestamenttestamenttestamenttestament. Same attributes. Every aspect of God revealed to us via his names is still God complete with all his
attributes but with slightly different emphases as to purposes.  e.g. aspects are:- El Shaddai; Jehovah (‘I am that I
am’); Elohim; Eloah;  all the ‘Jehovah’ (LORD) and ‘El’ names and titles, Christ (the Anointed [One], etc. ... All these
aspects  while still being spirit and invisible to the earthly eyes, we will call REALM ‘BREALM ‘BREALM ‘BREALM ‘BREALM ‘B’’’’’. Here we have the GLORIOUS
GOSPEL ... good news .. of the ‘level-’B’ CHRIST. (2 Cor. 4:4) ... lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who
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is the image of God, should shine unto them.. CHRIST IS THE IMAGE OF GOD ... an aspect of God comprising God Himself
... still spirit and still fully God but with an internal boundary creating the expression of divinity, the image and likeness
of our Father ... or else He/they could not have brought forth ‘man’. Man being corporate is thus ‘mankind’. The next
step is ready to be unveiled.

PLAN DECLARED AND THEN IMPLEMENTEDPLAN DECLARED AND THEN IMPLEMENTEDPLAN DECLARED AND THEN IMPLEMENTEDPLAN DECLARED AND THEN IMPLEMENTEDPLAN DECLARED AND THEN IMPLEMENTED ... D... D... D... D... DAAAAAY 6Y 6Y 6Y 6Y 6
Genesis 1:26+27  And God (Elohim) said, ‘Let us make man (visible, from ‘red earth’) in our image and likeness and let
THEM (‘mankind’) have dominion over creation excluding his fellow manexcluding his fellow manexcluding his fellow manexcluding his fellow manexcluding his fellow man. Domain-ion relates to kingDOMain of God’s
plan. Mankind’s earthly, visible destiny was planned to come into reality in stages through the corporate first-fruits
which imply that other ‘fruits’ would follow) in due time — both spiritual and natural (every man in his own order). Man
as God (or God as man) seen in the earth was to be responsible for this earth which would include everything. To
carry out this destiny, ‘man’ would need to be omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent. Man would have to rake
responsibility for 100% of earth’s thoughts, words and actions!

REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘REALM ‘C’C’C’C’C’
A SPIRIT MAN ... male and female - ‘MAN’ clothed with Light.A SPIRIT MAN ... male and female - ‘MAN’ clothed with Light.A SPIRIT MAN ... male and female - ‘MAN’ clothed with Light.A SPIRIT MAN ... male and female - ‘MAN’ clothed with Light.A SPIRIT MAN ... male and female - ‘MAN’ clothed with Light.
Out of all the creation which is God (seen in every part), God is revealing Himself in lower frequencies or
dimensions, there has now come into focus a man ... A SPIRIT MANA SPIRIT MANA SPIRIT MANA SPIRIT MANA SPIRIT MAN with (DNA) image (m.) and (RNA) likeness (f.)
characteristics of our Father with a very specific destiny/calling/vision.  God is both male and female for El Shaddai
aspectaspectaspectaspectaspect of Father is female for this name means ‘THE MANY BREASTED ONE’. THIS SPIRIT MANTHIS SPIRIT MANTHIS SPIRIT MANTHIS SPIRIT MANTHIS SPIRIT MAN we can label Realm ‘Realm ‘Realm ‘Realm ‘Realm ‘C’. C’. C’. C’. C’. Don’t
forget that in Hebrew the word translated ‘image’ is masculine in gender and the word ‘likeness’ is feminine. This will
equate with the body of Christ later ... Christ being also the aspectaspectaspectaspectaspect of our Father at the same level as Elohim.
Jehovah (Jahweh) and other specific aspects were used for certain people and occasions to give amplification to
God’s plan. In passing, science has recently determined that our DNA is masculine in operation while our RNA is
feminine.

A LIVING SA LIVING SA LIVING SA LIVING SA LIVING SOULOULOULOULOUL
God had a spirit man with spirit boundaries but still without tangible form until he ‘formed’ flesh from earth. The ‘word’
was spoken and God made flesh and he was now in the visible realm. From the created world, Jahweh-Elohim (Spirit-
God-Man with two aspects of God within — as God) formed a man from the earth and breathed into him the breath
of liveSSSSS..... Genesis 2:7. (The word ‘life’ in Hb. is plural ... i.e. lives). One breath of life for living on planet earth and the
second breath of life for speaking life ... expressing the ‘Word-made-flesh’ that God is. Now we have this ‘form’,
Jahweh (LORD in KJV) is being expressed in the ‘plan’.

REALM ‘D’REALM ‘D’REALM ‘D’REALM ‘D’REALM ‘D’
This LIVING SOUL has been transfigured or transformed (downwards!) to a lower expression /frequency and takes on
the limitations of that lower realm. This spirit-man clothed with Light is now with form which we can call Realm ‘D’Realm ‘D’Realm ‘D’Realm ‘D’Realm ‘D’... man
moving perfectly in ‘our’ 3-dimensional world utilizing his mind and his spirit in communication with the Father ... using his
left-hand and right-hand brain parts. Made male and female — in the left side of his formed brain (m.) and the right
hand side (f.). All this in one man as the federal head and pattern for all mankind complete with God’s DNA and RNA.
God now had a neat ‘robot’ that can look and act like Him — but robots cannot love and thus cannot fully live!!

Once we establish that Elohim expresses the image of God and that Christ expresses the image of God, then ‘Adam-
Christ’ thus coming out from El Elyon would be ‘His offspring ... His ‘Son’. Adam was therefore (as Luke 3:38 implies),
‘SON OF GOD’. ‘Eve’, the female aspect within Adam, became separated from Adam coming forth from a part of the
earthly ‘form’ would thus be labelled ‘SON OF MAN’ ... but God called THEIR NAME “ADAM” (Gen.5:1)  to think, move
and be one harmonious expression of love. Christ-Jesus on earth was both ‘Son of God’ (Christ) and ‘Son of man’
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(Jesus) but God called Him ‘Jesus Christ’ (or ‘Christ’ for short!) — the incorruptible Seed is now sown in our earth
as Christ-Jesus ... for that is how He was known after the resurrection. That Seed will produce the Harvest of that
which was sown (every seed brings forth after its kind)..

REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’
A LIVING SA LIVING SA LIVING SA LIVING SA LIVING SOUL - SEPOUL - SEPOUL - SEPOUL - SEPOUL - SEPARAARAARAARAARATED INTO ‘HEATED INTO ‘HEATED INTO ‘HEATED INTO ‘HEATED INTO ‘HEAVEN’ AND ‘EARTH’VEN’ AND ‘EARTH’VEN’ AND ‘EARTH’VEN’ AND ‘EARTH’VEN’ AND ‘EARTH’
Next in ‘the Plan’, God separated the female (earthly) from the male (spirit being). Woman was taken out of man
manifesting separately their distinct destinies, callings or gender-functions. Here comes the complete gender reversal
within the brain’ thinking abilities. From ‘Light-being’ spirit thought into left brain function (masculine) and right brain
function (feminine). We now have what we can call REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’REALM ‘E’. Living souls as separate beings but seen by Father as
one.
As the scriptures declare, it was ‘Eve-son of man’ that ‘failed’ to move with the spirit’s thinking on behalf of all, so it
had to be ‘Son of Man - Jesus’ that restored the situation on behalf of all. Eve was tripped up (she didn’t just ‘fall’!)
for her earthly brain was just too handy to lean upon compared to submitting to Adam’s higher mind ... the mind of
Christ. It was the ‘son of man’ (Jesus) that was crucified, buried, raised and ascended, which was all included in HisHisHisHisHis
destiny. Christ, ‘Son of God’, could never die for He is Spirit, the image of God.

Being thus formed of the earth ... a still lower level/frequency of his life ... the pull of the lower ‘reason-able’ life
would be strong in this living soul. Adam was drawn willingly into the arena of the ‘earthy’ identifying completely with
‘Eve’. Natural reason infiltrated the female (R.H. side brain) called Eve and corrupted it and for the most part shut it
down. Adam (Eve included ... image and likeness) were made perfect (‘very good’) from Heaven’s point of view UNTIL
the earthly (L.H. brain) input was substituted for the spirit-life from the ‘Tree of Life (R.H. brain) and the L.H. brain
took control. Mankind has since then has never been in his right mind!!!

Put another way ... the adding in of the earthly lower vibration realm, ‘Adam’ (with Eve as one) became corruptiblecorruptiblecorruptiblecorruptiblecorruptible.
The earthly influenced thinking (mind) represented by Eve — without the input from the Adam-spirit (the whole brain
or thinking), became corruptedcorruptedcorruptedcorruptedcorrupted and self centred. Being simply self-centred gave them the delusion that they werethe delusion that they werethe delusion that they werethe delusion that they werethe delusion that they were
separated frseparated frseparated frseparated frseparated from God.om God.om God.om God.om God. They knew from who they were that they had creative abilities through their words, that they
reckoned they were ‘gods’ (Realm E) and believing that, they tried to hide from God for they didn’t need His
intrusion into their thinking and lives! Mankind believes this as a whole and thus rejects truth.

REALM ‘F’REALM ‘F’REALM ‘F’REALM ‘F’REALM ‘F’
Eve (as Adam) “had a stroke” and the right hand ‘now’ brain ability to speak life died. The left-hand side of one’s
brain (Eve’s natural thinking) fell to a lower frequency of carnal reasoning and thus cut out the input from the right-hand
side brain (Adam’s thinking). We have been 2000+ years rebuilding the right hand side of our brain so that we can
connect and operate fully in the spirit with our Father. This ‘fallen’ state we will call REALM ‘F’ REALM ‘F’ REALM ‘F’ REALM ‘F’ REALM ‘F’ and mankind cannot go
any lower! In this lowest state, man (with his ‘report card’ showing an ‘F’!) can readily create his own ‘hell’ fully
believing he is irreversibly separated from God which, of course, is not true!

Adam was told to tend the ‘garden’. He needed to move in love (care) and responsibility. When Adam failed, he
judged the situation and then passed blame away from himself. We in the same place will either deliver or condemn ...
but are we up for the full restoration that is provided for us in Christ Jesus? God, Thus portraying the Love that
cannot fail.

THE REUNIONS AND RESTORATHE REUNIONS AND RESTORATHE REUNIONS AND RESTORATHE REUNIONS AND RESTORATHE REUNIONS AND RESTORATIONS BEGINTIONS BEGINTIONS BEGINTIONS BEGINTIONS BEGIN

JESUS CHRIST’S RESCUE MISJESUS CHRIST’S RESCUE MISJESUS CHRIST’S RESCUE MISJESUS CHRIST’S RESCUE MISJESUS CHRIST’S RESCUE MISSIONSIONSIONSIONSION was planned in God in the spirit before there was a stage called ‘the world’ in
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which it would be manifested. Jesus took upon himself all of man’s inherited corruption and allowed it to die with him.
The life of the (fallen) soul is in the blood (Lev.11:17).  In the shedding of Jesus Christ’s blood, He shed the blood
that contained the DNA of Adam/Eve and all mankind that was changed by the ‘fall’ from walking in union with God.
God raised Jesus from the grave incorruptible and victorious ... all corruption gone for ever. He was raised to glory
— restored to Level ‘D’ and His spirit sent into his people (us) as the incorruptible word. The right hand brain is
now released to function again whereby we can walk in the fullness of union with God as Christ in the earth. We are
thus saved by His life (Rom.5:8). ... ‘saved’ from the effects of Adam’s ‘fall’ — the result of which will be mankind in His
image and likeness. Remember we are redeemed by the shed blood of Jesus Christ so that we can be saved by His
life. This ongoing saving brings us ultimately to be being born from above into His Kingdom of marvellous light.

THE PRODIGAL RETURNS HOMETHE PRODIGAL RETURNS HOMETHE PRODIGAL RETURNS HOMETHE PRODIGAL RETURNS HOMETHE PRODIGAL RETURNS HOME
We have, as it were, been lowered through six levels of expression of Father’s life and plan. Now for the return of
this ‘prodigal’. His (our) journey starts at Level ‘F’ and will take us back into Father. First we are brought to despise
the ‘pigpens’ of our carnal thinking (left-hand brain’s operation).

Acknowledging Adam/Eve’s failure and receiving the provision of the Lamb of God (Slain from before the foundation of
the world (Rev. 13:8) ... manifested in the time-zone some 2000+ years ago; removing all of man’s corruption so that
God can be all in all (1 Cor. 15:28), we are thereby lif ted unconditionally to the potential of Level ELevel ELevel ELevel ELevel E. A relationship
with God begins with accepting the gif t of this provision (called ‘grace’) and becoming ‘a believer’. This is the work
of God that you believe (John 6:29). Becoming a believer equates with being ‘conceived’ by receiving the Christ-
Seed into one’s being ... religion has misnamed this conception as ‘being born again’. (it is, however, a very important
initial part of the whole process of being born again) when we ‘enter’ the Kingdom of Heaven rather than just ‘see’ it
(John 3:3+5).

Experiencing the ‘baptism in the Holy Spirit’‘baptism in the Holy Spirit’‘baptism in the Holy Spirit’‘baptism in the Holy Spirit’‘baptism in the Holy Spirit’ who restores ‘the second breath’ that Adam/Eve lost, now gives one
the ability to speak life and not death (refer: Gen. 2:7). This maturing realm will bring one to being able to ‘walk in the
spirit’ continuously and constantly out of the right hand brain/mind/thinking. This is Level DLevel DLevel DLevel DLevel D and is manifest in our 3-
dimensional world as we know it. Here we will have come to the in-part anointing which is the beginning of the full
restoration of all three dimensions of our life including our physical bodies.

TRANSFIGURATRANSFIGURATRANSFIGURATRANSFIGURATRANSFIGURATION TO THE “4TION TO THE “4TION TO THE “4TION TO THE “4TION TO THE “4ththththth DIMENSION MAN” DIMENSION MAN” DIMENSION MAN” DIMENSION MAN” DIMENSION MAN”
Transfiguration (transformation) lifts us up back into the spirit realm of Level CLevel CLevel CLevel CLevel C which is being seen by some as ‘the
4th dimension’ which Jesus exhibited after his resurrection but also a few times before that in his 3½ year ministry.
Previously there have been many ‘Christophanies’ recorded. This level is the place of ‘ruling and reigning’ in the
Kingdom of God (i.e. the promised land beyond the veil of death [river Jordan])... the throne room pictured for us
in the Holy of Holies of the Tabernacle pattern. In this realm each truly experiences the oneness with the King (our
Father) upon the throne with every aspect of His being and nature. This is the corporate ‘adopted son’ who is the
‘first-born’ or ’first-fruits’ of what will follow. Here we will become aware of (actually ‘remember’ for it has only been
covered up) all the parts of God’s great plan of the ages which covers all creation; this is all stored in the right
hand brain so that the Left Hand brain can be re-stored.

This leaves the Chief Architect, our Father El Elyon, to oversee every detail as He becomes ‘the all’ that is scheduled
to be in all. Father-God will then have the ‘form’ (in the spirit or out of the spirit ... both expressions) that He has
purposed all along and we shall be in both the timeless-zone and the time-zone. As He is, so are we in this world.

We shall truly be His corporate ‘Son’ showing forth, giving form to every thing that our Father is. What a plan! Wow!
And then to know we were destined for our part along with every one else ... to be the ‘form’ He desired so that
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His love is fulfilled because it has been fully imparted and received. ‘I and My Father are One ... one in nature and
agreement to the plan but as the Pattern-Son (Jesus, the Christ) said, My father is greater than I’ ... greater in
position and authority. e.g. can the designed say to the Designer ...why?  We are what He is in this world  (1 John
4:17) - the form of HIM... even to the point of being omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent ... thus at a moment’s
notice we can be/appear anywhere in the universe. Along with that have or rather be the expression of his authority
(omnipotent) because of his omniscience. Wow!

WORSHIP AND WORTHSHIPWORSHIP AND WORTHSHIPWORSHIP AND WORTHSHIPWORSHIP AND WORTHSHIPWORSHIP AND WORTHSHIP
On this return journey, ‘worship’ will gradually be replaced by or swallowed up by relationship of ‘walking’ in the cool
of the day in our garden. The word ‘worship’ (Gk. proskuneo = kiss the hand (like a dog licks the hank of its master)
towards. The ‘pro’ part means towards NOT away from! It also includes ‘kneel as the step before prostrating oneself
before. Old English word actually means expressing worthship; giving honour. Progressive worship, reverence and
honour is given to our developing insight into who we are and who God is in relationship to each of us. When you
know you are a ‘son’ and no longer a servant, then honour tops the list.
Luke 4:8  ...  John 4: 23+24 ... Matth.15:9 worship = to venerate, regard with reverence, give respect to. The Hb.
word = to bow self down. Remember that ‘worship’ is to bring each participant into a relationship with the Lord
God.

A servant worships whom he esteems is higher in authority and ability than he is. When one has not fully encountered
the Lordship of Christ, then these ones will most likely worship Jesus as He demonstrated to the world who He was
... see the gospel record. When one knows that they are in reality a part of the body of the Christ, then they will
worship our Father in Spirit and in truth (John 4:23-24). When one realizes that we have grown up into the Head
(Ephesians 4:15), then we enjoy the relationship with our Father and honour Him as our Father/God.§
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